DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 715, s. 2016

TO: Chief Education Supervisors, SGOD and CID Education Program Supervisors Public Schools District Supervisors Secondary and Elementary School Heads

FROM: DEE D. SILVA, CESO VI Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: WORKSHOP ON DEVELOPING CULTURAL STANDARDS WITH THE COMMUNITY

DATE: November 20, 2016

1. This hereby informs the field that there will be a Two-day Workshop on Developing Cultural Standards with the Community on November 25-26, 2016, venue of which is Nakayama Function Center, Mezzanine (2nd floor).

2. The said activity has the following objectives:
   a. Orient teachers on the different bases of setting up of cultural standards within the IPed Framework of the Bagobo-Tagabawa community;
   b. Come up with a guide through the process of deciding which mode of IKSPs is normal, typical, and acceptable, and conversely, unacceptable to both the rights-holders and duty-bearers; and
   c. Formulate Cultural Standards for both the rights-holders and the duty-bearers.

3. The list of participants is attached herewith for reference and dissemination to all concerned.
4. Travel, meals, snacks and other expenses relative to the activities are chargeable to the IPEd-Program Support Fund 2016 (Division-downloaded), subject to the usual auditing and accounting rules and regulations.

5. For compliance.
PARTICIPANTS IN THE WORKSHOP ON DEVELOPING CULTURAL STANDARDS WITH THE COMMUNITY: (DepEd)

1. Emmanuel P. Hugo – Division Office Personnel
2. Datu Roger A. Manapol - DiCNHS
3. Geoffrey S. Andrade – Ruparan ES
4. Jovy Salise – Matti ES
5. Mylene G. Samonte – Bagumbuhay ES
6. Ailyn Joy Almacin – Bagumbuhay ES
7. Peter Paul V. Deiparine – Lungag ES
8. Fidelina L. Matab – Binaton ES
9. Jave Endar – DiCNHS (Main Campus)
10. Clirubill MODina – Dawis ES
11. Patriotiso O. Penas – Digos Oriental District
12. Emmanuel P. Hugo – Division Office Personnel
13. Datu Roger A. Manapol - DiCNHS
14. Ferlyn M. Tubice- Binaton ES
15. Eden Faith Chua – Gaudioso Resusora ES
16. Sundew Francisco – Dawis ES
17. Monica Mejares – Binaton ES
18. Joy Jean A. Mabandos – Binaton ES
19. Gay Marie Sanchez – Soong ES
20. Lorelei Oding – Don Mariano Marcos ES
22. Elsie C. Dagoy – PSDS
23. Arlene Barba - PSDS
24. Sollie Bernandino-Oliver – Division Office

IPs/ICCs Representatives: (Bagobo-Tagabawa)

1. Reynita Bangkulangan – Binaton, Digos City
2. Aurora Ole – Elder
3. Lilibeth Puroc - Elder
4. Precilla BAguisan -Elder
5. Evangeline Doloque - Elder
6. Tersita Ande -Elder
7. Estelita Manapol - elder
8. Merlyn Tura - Elder
9. Tita Famoso- Elder
11. Bai Carolina Taupan- Barangay Dawis/Kalagan Community